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There are strong individual works in this five-piece exploration of public space, but the exhibition is less than the 
sum of its parts. To begin, Ruthner’s three luscious paintings stand in jarring contrast to the severe minimalism of the 
other works. Moeller’s austere sculptures, for example, are made by photographing buildings and choosing details 
to reproduce in architectural forms divorced from their original look. Her use of what appears to be junk metal from 
a car chassis, boat, or piece of industrial equipment resuscitates the material to become an altogether starker struc-
ture.
Though von Gabain uses bones as templates, her installation suggests something jollier (albeit still simple). Red, 
white, and black wax pieces attached to the wall look more like assorted candy, turning one corner of the gallery 
into a climbing wall. Brown, however, offers a more sinister contribution. Her spongey wax forms are meant to refer 
to the concrete weights that hang alongside railway tracks, but, dangling from a grimy pole structure, they look more 
like a wrecking ball or the gallows.
Each piece occupies space in its own right, but they sit unevenly together. Perhaps this could have been avoided if 
the show had focused on the potential of the public sphere – the social space for the open articulation of reasoned 
criticism, under threat in a “post-truth” age – but it’s not guaranteed. Max L. Feldman“∑(No,12k,Lg,18Wfw) New Order +

Liam Gillick: So it goes..”
Stage set designed by Liam Gillick

Foreground: Thea Möller, Types of steel profiles and silicone, 2017
Right: Cäcilia Brown, Zahnfee, 2017
Background: Kerstin von Gabain, Död 3, 2018
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additional – not fundamental – to archi-
tecture, and I did the same here. I made 
a large sequence of  Venetian blinds – 
secondary, not permanent, semi-auton-
omous, architectural components. 

People usually engage with your work in 
an informal way but here it was very con-
trolled. The orchestra had to stand in boxes, 
you probably told them how to move, and it 
looked staged. 
I told them to do whatever they wanted. 
At some level, people don’t understand 
my artwork. My work is not about free-
dom; it is about constraint under the neo-
liberal regime of  pseudo-conviviality.

You said that the young orchestra could watch 
the audience and the band, but I thought it 
was the other way around. We, the audience, 
were always waiting for these blinds to open 
and let us be voyeurs.
In Bernard’s lyrics, I think he plays 
with shame as a concept. Voyeurism is 
a shameful act and I wanted to have 
these inversions of  power. I did not tell 
the orchestra to dance but they did it 
spontaneously. They took on the role 
of  performing without being asked. 
Maybe as young people they felt freer. 
The position of  the band in these con-
certs was also very exposed. I could have 
hidden New Order, but I wanted them 

to perform as a group and do what they 
do best. I think they were nervous at 
the first concert, even though the core 
of  the band has played together for 
forty years. Maybe it was because of  
the young people standing behind them 
– the feeling of  performing in front of  
a frame creates the consciousness of  
being in a frame. 

There is something very powerful about the 
relationship between youth and age…
This project is much more pure and 
extreme than what I would normally 
produce. In my normal artwork, I am 
not always interested in getting “to 
the point” because I don’t think art 
is about resolution. In this concert 
series, though, I wanted to play with 
different realities. I am nearly ten years 
younger than the original members of  
the band, which means they were born 
in the 1950s, at a time when I think 
some relationships were more brutal. 
That was a period where power games 
in school and life were reaching a peak 
of  conservatism and repression. The 
band that became Joy Division started 
as punks in reaction to what they had 
grown up with. Punk is from the 1970s, 
but I would argue that the conditions 
that produced it originated in the 1950s 
as a reaction to circumstances of  abuse 

and conservatism. England could be a 
hardcore place in the postwar period. 
New Order embodied a struggle against 
those older values. 

Did you follow all the rehearsals? There is 
an aspect of  repetition in the music and in 
your work.
When we did rehearsal concerts, I 
would go every day and stay in the 
venue even if  I had nothing to do. It was 
important to engage with the rhythm 
of  time that is unique to theatrical 
presentation. During the two weeks in 
Turin and Vienna, I had no new ideas 
and stopped dreaming after the second 
night. I think this has something to do 
with repetition, time, and light – or the 
lack of  light. Being in a dark room all 
day watching repetition… 

When you repeat something it often becomes 
immensely sad.
Art starts with disappointment but 
within the frame of  the concert that 
doesn’t matter anymore and I was per-
fectly satisfied for a short while dur-
ing the process. There was no urgency 
because the whole concert works within 
a timetable. It was like being a child in 
some ways; I was held by the people 
around me. There was a rhythm to the 
day and that is not normal for me. 
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